Check out other Blood Safety Labeling and Patient ID Solutions from PDC

Reduce Errors and Improve Patient Safety with ISBT Compliant Labels
PDC can help you meet the ISBT Blood Bank standards with our complete line of blank and pre-printed labels.

Get High Impact Communication with Highly Visible MedVision® Labels
Choose from a variety of preprinted fluorescent labels to communicate important alerts. Customize your own label to meet your specific needs.

Streamline Lab Workflow with LIS Labels Designed for Leading Laboratory Information Systems
No matter the LIS and printers you use, we have the largest selection of compatible labels. Enhancing optimal workflow efficiencies, our robust LIS label line includes a variety of solutions for Sunquest, Cerner, MEDITECH, SoftLab, and others. Plus, our V-Notch Secondary Labels feature a patented design for use with BD Vacutainer® Plus Plastic Tubes for correct and aligned label placement every time.

As experts in labels and media, we’ll help you choose the right products for your unique applications. Call us at 800.435.4242.

Accurately Match the Right Patient to the Right Blood with Securline® Bar Code Blood Bands
Positive patient identification is amplified through the use of bar coding which helps eliminate human error and misidentification. These wristbands meet the Joint Commission’s National Patient Safety Goal for Blood Transfusions (NPSG.01.03.01) calls for a one-person verification process.
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No matter the LIS and printers you use, we have the largest selection of compatible labels. Enhancing optimal workflow efficiencies, our robust LIS label line includes a variety of solutions for Sunquest, Cerner, MEDITECH, SoftLab, and others. Plus, our V-Notch Secondary Labels feature a patented design for use with BD Vacutainer® Plus Plastic Tubes for correct and aligned label placement every time.

As experts in labels and media, we’ll help you choose the right products for your unique applications. Call us at 800.435.4242.
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Positive patient identification is amplified through the use of bar coding which helps eliminate human error and misidentification. These wristbands meet the Joint Commission’s National Patient Safety Goal for Blood Transfusions (NPSG.01.03.01) calls for a one-person verification process.
**Timestrip® Blood Temp 10**

**PRESS ON FOR ASSURANCE**

Enhance Your Existing Quality Control Process

**The Thirty Minute Rule**
≠ temperature monitoring

Timestrip® Blood Temp 10 monitors real-time temperature of the blood

Press ON for the easiest indicator

---

**Simple Quality Assurance for Blood Temperature During Transportation and Storage**

**Easiest to Use**
- Simple push-button activation
- Indicator requires no special conditioning prior to use
- Cost-effective monitoring

**Quality Assurance**
- Maintain quality control in blood transportation and storage
- Real-time data to make quick, safe decisions
- Peace of mind

**Ensure Compliance**
- Irreversible proof of meeting AABB Standards and the FDA’s CFR 600.15(a) for monitoring temperature of whole blood during transportation and storage
- FDA 510(k) clearance

**Application Is Easy as 1, 2, 3**

1. **Push the Button**
   - Firmly squeeze the activation button until you feel a pop, then release.

2. **Verify Activation**
   - Arming window will change from yellow to dark green immediately. If not, go back to Step 1.

3. **Apply to Blood Bag**
   - Remove adhesive liner and adhere activated indicator to the lower third of blood bag.

**At-a-Glance Temperature Monitoring**

Upon Activation, Instantly Monitors Blood Temperature

Clearly Indicates When Temperature Breaches 10°C

- Color change is irreversible and cannot be reset or changed.
- Breach window changes to blue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Temp Accuracy</th>
<th>UOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLOODTEMP10</td>
<td>Timestrip® 10 Blood Bag Temperature Indicator</td>
<td>1-1/4” x 3/4”</td>
<td>±0.5°C, ±1.0°F</td>
<td>100 per box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOODTEMP6</td>
<td>Timestrip® 6 Blood Bag Temperature Indicator</td>
<td>1-1/4” x 3/4”</td>
<td>±0.5°C, ±1.0°F</td>
<td>100 per box</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contact Us Today for Free Samples!
888.479.2661 or
www.pdchealthcare.com/bloodtemp10

Also Available: Timestrip® Blood Temp 6 for Blood Storage!